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Deathtrap
In life, Jane Ann never had much use for a halo, but in her violent death she
finally earned one. When they found a suspect, everyone relaxed except Hugh
MacReedy. Maybe he should have stayed out of it, but MacReedy owed a big
debt to the patsy they were sending to the electric chair in a week. And he would
have stayed out of it, if he'd known what his chances were of coming out alive ...
The Titans must face one of their own--Jericho Wilso--in Titans Book 2:
Deathtrap. Son of Slade Wilson, also known as Deathstroke The Terminator,
Jericho is able to possess others and control their actions. But over the years, his
body-hopping has caused him to pick up traces of the evil personalities he has
possessed, giving him an uncontrollable desire to defeat ... the Titans.
Completely unhinged, Jericho continues his assault upon his former teammates.
As if that wasn't enough, he also draws the Teen Titans into his twisted plot, and
the Vigilante makes it his mission to stop Jericho--permanently! The Titans,
Vigilante and now the Teen Titans all get roped into Jericho's insane plot. Can
their combined forces halt their foe's master plan? Collects Teen Titans Annual
#1, Vigilante #4-6 and Titans #12-23.
Down in the dark, twisting labyrinth of Fang, unknown horrors await you. Divised
by the mind of Baron Sukumvit, the labyrinth is riddled with fiendish traps and
monsters, which will test your skills almost beyond the limit of endurance. For
ages 8 +.
When Cyborg is attacked in the Teen Titans' base, they realise one of their
number is a traitor - but nobody knows who the traitor is When finally revealed,
the tables are turned on the aggressor, as the psychotic Vigilante is aiming to
deliver final justice
A hit play on Broadway, this suspense thriller combines fiendish cleverness with
deft entertainment in shock after shock.
"The remnants of the Expeditionary Force stranded on the alien-controlled planet
'Paradise' get a chance to prove themselves, in a simple off-world training
mission with a ship full of teenage alien cadets. When the mission goes horribly
wrong and the survival of everyone on Paradise is at risk, the Merry Band of
Pirates may have to come to the rescue. Unless they get killed first..." -- Page [4]
of cover.
The true-crime story of a bitter divorcée and the murder of her ex and his new
wife, by the New York Times bestselling author of Cruel Death. It started when
Alan Bates and his new wife arrived at his ex's house to pick up his two
daughters for a weekend visit. Then two charred bodies were found in a burnedout car on a lonely Georgia road . . . and investigators pieced together a
shattering story of a vicious divorce, a spurned woman's bitter rage, and a thirst
for revenge that led to cruel, unflinching murder. Updating this gripping true-life
thriller with shocking new details, M. William Phelps uncovers the cold heart of an
unthinkable crime. Praise for Death Trap “A chilling tale of a sociopathic wife and
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mother willing to sacrifice all those around her to satisfy her boundless
narcissism . . . A compelling journey . . . . Fair warning: for three days I did little
else but read this book.” —Harry N. MacLean, New York Times bestselling author
of In Broad Daylight Perfect for readers of Anne Rule and Kathryn Casey
Includes sixteen pages of dramatic photos
Alfred de Liagre, Jr. [and] Roger L. Stevens present Stacy Keach in Ira Levin's
Deathtrap, a new comedy thriller with [actors] Marian Seldes, Daren Kelly,
William Le Massena and Elizabeth Parrish. Scenery by William Ritman;
costumes by Ruth Morley; lighting by Marc B. Weiss; directed by Robert Moore.
On December 31, 1980, a masked killer crashes the New Year's Eve party at the
Rollerville roller disco, turning a night of fun into a night of murder and mayhem.
Set in an experimental community on Mars in the year 2039, The Robot Wars series
features 14-year-old virtual reality specialist Tyce Sanders. Life on the red planet is not
always easy, but it is definitely exciting. Tyce finds that the mysteries of the planet point
to his greatest discovery—a new relationship with God. He talks about his growing faith
and curiosity in a manner that kids can relate to as they are probably wondering some
of the same things. Each book contains two exciting adventures. In the first adventure,
the Mars project is in trouble and only Tyce holds the key. In the second adventure,
Tyce has discovered there may be killer aliens on the loose. Robot Wars is a
repackaged and updated version of Mars Diaries. There are now five books in the
series; each book contains two stories. These new books contain a foreword about how
far science has brought us.
MARS ATTACKS(c): Cards, comics . . . and now brand-new, all-original novels of
unthinkable terror! MURDER MANSION The invasion was quick and merciless. Nothing
on Earth could counter the superior technology of the interplanetary aggressors. Their
first strike left worldwide defenses utterly useless. The unbeatable Martian war machine
swept the countryside, spreading a reign of terror in every direction. And one small
group of humans sought safety in bizarre Gelman mansion built by an eccentric
millionaire. MARTIAN DEATHTRAP pits a desperate band of human defenders against
a merciless Martian Death Squad. The battleground is a huge mansion filled with a
labyrinth of secret passages with giant insects--and certain death-- lurking outside. For
the Martians, the mission is to secure the captured ground by whatever means
necessary. For the humans, the goal is to beat the odds and simply survive . . .
It's New Year's Eve 1980, and the students of DeAngelo High School are lacing up their
skates for the All-Night New Year's Lock-In at the Rollerville Roller Disco. Some of
them just want to skate and dance the night away to the pounding disco music. Some
want to pull a few pranks and have a few laughs. For others, like Dan Parsons, tonight
is a chance to move on and forget about his ex-girlfriend, maybe even flirt with Denise,
that cute girl behind the snack counter. It seems like nothing can go wrong.But there's a
massive blizzard raging outside, thick snow and ice are piling up against all the doors.
There are those rumors that Rollerville was built over part of the old graveyard next
door, and someone out there is watching. Also, a strange homeless man in the parking
lot says that tonight will be the start of the so-called "Year of Blood."A night of skating
and New Year's fun is about to turn into a night of violence and bloody mayhem in
Disco Deathtrap.
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The elite crew of the pirate ship UNS Flying Dutchman had a simple mission:
determining whether the Thuranin are sending another starship to Earth. Along the way,
they became sidetracked by securing a future for the UNEF troops on the planet
Paradise. When asked whether Earth was now safe, their ancient alien AI responded
'Not so much'... now they have to deal with the consequences.
Death Trap, one of many classic novels from crime writer John D. MacDonald, the
beloved author of Cape Fear and the Travis McGee series, is now available as an
eBook. As a teenage wild child, Jane Ann Paulson had earned her wicked reputation,
but no one deserves the shocking death she receives. When the police find a suspect,
everyone relaxes . . . everyone except for Hugh MacReedy. A construction engineer by
trade, Hugh has no business investigating a murder. But he happens to owe a big debt
to the innocent man they’re sending to the electric chair. And so Hugh begins to look
into Jane Ann’s death, not knowing that her quiet little town is sitting on some ugly
secrets, that he’s about to blow the lid off each and every one of them, and that he’s
just put a very tempting target on his back. Features a new Introduction by Dean
Koontz Praise for John D. MacDonald “The great entertainer of our age, and a
mesmerizing storyteller.”—Stephen King “My favorite novelist of all time.”—Dean Koontz
“To diggers a thousand years from now, the works of John D. MacDonald would be a
treasure on the order of the tomb of Tutankhamen.”—Kurt Vonnegut “A master
storyteller, a masterful suspense writer . . . John D. MacDonald is a shining example for
all of us in the field. Talk about the best.”—Mary Higgins Clark
"The human soldiers stranded on the planet Paradise have been recruited into an Alien
Legion, to do the dirty jobs that the high-tech species won't do. Their first mission is to
kick the enemy off a backwater planet no one cares about. It's a simple assignment,
except everyone has a hidden agenda, and the planet could become a deathtrap" -Page [4] of cover.
When his business partner is murdered by a notorious bank robber, Cuno Massey, bent
on revenge, follows a trail of dead bodies to the den of a killer and, along the way,
comes to the aid of a bartender and a Chinese man searching for his daughter.
Original.

A collision between their cars makes instant enemies out of high school juniors
Bethany and Starling, but their mutual desire to torture their world history teacher
brings them together long enough to realize their attraction.
"This is an extremely intelligent, interesting, and well written book." -- Murder Is
Academic "... compelling analysis of the comedy thriller... " -- Theatre Studies "...
almost as much fun to read as is seeing the actual plays discussed... " -- Journal
of Popular Culture The phenomenal success of such plays as Deathtrap and
Sleuth heralded the advent of a new form of detective play -- the comedy thriller.
Carlson takes the wraps off the comedy thriller and reveals its postmodern
effects. He looks at all the elements of the thriller -- openings, settings,
characters, plot lines, the role of the audience, and endings -- and shows how
they work to overturn the conventions of realism in detective drama.
A Study Guide for Ira Levin's "Deathtrap," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Drama for Students.This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
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further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Drama for
Students for all of your research needs.
On the afternoon of December 30, 1903, during a sold-out matinee performance,
a fire broke out in Chicago’ s Iroquois Theatre. In the short span of twenty
minutes, more than six hundred people were asphyxiated, burned, or trampled to
death in a panicked mob’ s failed attempt to escape. In Chicago Death Trap: The
Iroquois Theatre Fire of 1903, Nat Brandt provides a detailed chronicle of this
horrific event to assess not only the titanic tragedy of the fire itself but also the
municipal corruption and greed that kindled the flames beforehand and the
political cover-ups hidden in the smoke and ash afterwards. Advertised as “
absolutely fireproof,” the Iroquois was Chicago’ s most modern playhouse when
it opened in the fall of 1903. With the approval of the city’ s building department,
theater developers Harry J. Powers and William J. Davis opened the theater
prematurely to take full advantage of the holiday crowds, ignoring flagrant safety
violations in the process. The aftermath of the fire proved to be a study in the
miscarriage of justice. Despite overwhelming evidence that the building had not
been completed, that fire safety laws were ignored, and that management had
deliberately sealed off exits during the performance, no one was ever convicted
or otherwise held accountable for the enormous loss of life. Lavishly illustrated
and featuring an introduction by Chicago historians Perry R. Duis and Cathlyn
Schallhorn, Chicago Death Trap: The Iroquois Theatre Fire of 1903 is rich with
vivid details about this horrific disaster, captivatingly presented in human terms
without losing sight of the broader historical context.
The reader-player faces the challenging Trial of Champion and must navigate the
terrifying pitfalls of the labyrinth of FANG, devised by the fiendish Baron
Sukumvit.
A man without scars never had to fight for something he believed in. A new
relationship takes time and effort. A new relationship with Orlando de la Pena
takes a whole lot more. As a Dom, Rogue knows what he wants, but Orlando
refuses to fit neatly into the box labeled &‘submissive'. He's feisty, demanding
and far too pretty for his own good. Orlando loves Rogue and he's learning to
love The Wyverns, but he hates being stuck out in the desert. Finding a niche in
the world of bikes and fierce warriors is difficult, and Orlando's impatience gets
the better of him. He walks out into the desert and runs in to an antisocial
diamondback. Rogue has more than one problem to deal with. The Longhorns
MC issues a challenge for territory. The Bellazi cartel is out for Wyvern blood.
The Wyverns are under siege, and Rogue has to work out how to save not just
Orlando, but all of them.
Deathtrap Dungeon offers stunning graphics and an awesome atmosphere along
with enthralling and compelling gameplay. This guide provides comprehensive
maps to help readers navigate through all the hidden passages and rooms. It
give the location of every weapon and puzzle. All spells, charms, cheat codes,
and potions are revealed.
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PART STORY, PART GAME - PURE ADVENTURE! Are YOU brave enough to
enter evil Baron Sukhumvit's devilish dungeon and take part in his Trial of
Champions? It's a trap-filled and monster-infested labyrinth where you'll compete
against five other adventurers to collect certain gems, which are the key to
escaping and winning the Trial.
DeathtrapA Thriller in Two ActsDramatists Play Service, Inc.
Deathtrap by Deborah Bryan released on Feb 20, 1987 is available now for
purchase.
Police Captain Ethan Bing doesn’t think he deserves to move on until he brings
his wife’s killer to justice. Then he meets a woman who cracks the ice on his
frozen heart. Except, it seems the killer is back and he has her in his sights.
Meet the rookies. Bright, well educated, out to save the world, working for
IGLOO. This is a low level analyst government agency that watches for
anomalies. Those things that cannot be explained away. Young Dr. Jo Kittredge
and Dr. Jake Talony scan the satellite feeds, determine the proper handling of
the anomalies and send off teams to those things that must be investigated. But,
when an anomaly may be dangerous, and no one else is available, who gets to
make the run? The rookies! They are not without friends and resources, and they
are not without each other, once they make up their minds. But, can they dodge
the bullets, avoid the killers, take out the bad buys and still find each other?
Maybe so. This is the first of the international action/adventure series. Another
wild ride by the Storyteller. Climb on, hold tight... (Large Print Edition)
“An important contribution to the history of World War II . . . I have never before
been able to learn so much about maintenance methods of an armored division,
with precise details that underline the importance of the work, along with
descriptions of how the job was done.”—Russell F. Weigley, author of
Eisenhower’s Lieutenants “Cooper saw more of the war than most junior
officers, and he writes about it better than almost anyone. . . . His stories are
vivid, enlightening, full of life—and of pain, sorrow, horror, and triumph.”—Stephen
E. Ambrose, from his Foreword “In a down-to-earth style, Death Traps tells the
compelling story of one man’s assignment to the famous 3rd Armored Division
that spearheaded the American advance from Normandy into Germany. Cooper
served as an ordnance officer with the forward elements and was responsible for
coordinating the recovery and repair of damaged American tanks. This was a
dangerous job that often required him to travel alone through enemy territory, and
the author recalls his service with pride, downplaying his role in the vast effort
that kept the American forces well equipped and supplied. . . . [Readers] will be
left with an indelible impression of the importance of the support troops and how
dependent combat forces were on them.”—Library Journal “As an alumnus of the
3rd, I eagerly awaited this book’s coming out since I heard of its release . . . and
the wait and the book have both been worth it. . . . Cooper is a very polished
writer, and the book is very readable. But there is a certain quality of ‘you are
there’ many other memoirs do not seem to have. . . . Nothing in recent
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times—ridgerunning in Korea, firebases in Vietnam, or even the one hundred
hours of Desert Storm—pressed the ingenuity and resolve of American troops . . .
like WWII. This book lays it out better than any other recent effort, and should be
part of the library of any contemporary warrior.”—Stephen Sewell, Armor
Magazine “Cooper’s writing and recall of harrowing events is superb and
engrossing. Highly recommended.”—Robert A. Lynn, The Stars and Stripes “This
detailed story will become a classic of WWII history and required reading for
anyone interested in armored warfare.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“[Death Traps] fills a critical gap in WWII literature. . . . It’s a truly unique and
valuable work.”—G.I. Journal
Dip your toes into the award-winning book series! "I'm already a huge fan of Max
and the Multiverse, and this story pulled some good giggles." - S. Shane
Thomas, Science Fantasy Hub Max shifts between parallel universes whenever
he falls asleep. A curious affliction, especially for a nerdy teen trapped on a
spooky spaceship. Max awakes aboard a large and mysterious vessel. It's dark,
it's smelly, and he's bleeding from the head. His crewmates are nowhere to be
found. Not the best way to start a day, and matters are made even worse when
he begins to uncover the truth of his predicament. * Haven't read the books? No
problem! Max and the Multiverse shorts are stand-alone tales that serve as entry
points into the series. And if you're hungry for more, this short also includes the
first chapter of book one as a springboard into the saga. * Also available in the
Series Box Set (3 Books, 3 Shorts).
Reincarnated into another realm, Lenostrus finds himself in the middle of an
ancient battle. A new god in a foreign land, his designation the lost, and the
hidden. His true abilities lie dormant; he finds himself easy prey of a ruthless
enemy pantheon. Walk with him and his comrades as they travel the land,
becoming stronger with each battle fought. Dungeon brawls, enemy gods, and a
story that spans the nameless planes of a forgotten realm. Bear witness to a new
kind of tale where different series heroes paths entwine, rising together to face
their enemies!
A Study Guide for Ira Levin's "Deathtrap", excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Drama for Students.This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Drama for
Students for all of your research needs.
This is the colour, distribution version. Better Mousetrap is an extensive supplement for
the Mutants & Masterminds 3e rules. Written by Steven Trustrum, contributor to the DC
Adventures product line, and illustrated by industry veteran, Eric Lofgren, this massive
sourcebook covers everything from how to create interesting, challenging super-villains
to new game mechanics (advantages, extras, flaws, Expertise variations, and more), to
entirely new rules that will help you take your game to a new level of excitement.
Who is the demented perpetrator tormenting a wealthy couple and why? Who buried a
silencer in their rose garden? Why? Who left a suspicious, enticing disc at the couples
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residence? Why? These terrifying concerns and many more were questions asked by
private investigator Darien Arnett as he was plunged into the perp's secretive world as
he followed carefully placed clues. His many interests and pleasantly described friends
and relatives attempt to help him and are drawn into the mysterious web culminating in
a startling conclusion.
Common Smith is in a race against time to retrieve sensitive British intelligence before it
falls into enemy handsYugoslavia, Winter 1924. The British official courier plane from
Cairo to Gibraltar has been forced down in the mountains off the Yugoslavian coast by
snow. The plane was on its way to London bearing vital documents about Moscow's
plans for the Balkans, including an uprising in Yugoslavia. It is vital that no one finds
these plans, including the Royal Yugoslavian Secret Police, for they too have
communist sympathisers in their ranks. Now, in a race against time, Common Smith
and the crew of the Swordfish must sail to the island of Vis, then up the River Dvar and
smuggle themselves into the snow-bound mountains. Their mission: recover the British
airmen and the sensitive documents they were carrying. But the elements and
Yugoslavian Secret Police are not the only forces Common Smith is contending with. A
mysterious Communist leader is hiding out in these mountains with his men, and they
know about the crash too... A gripping, edge-of-your-seat race against time from one of
the masters of military adventure fiction.
The reader-player faces the challenging Trial of Champion and must navigate the
terrifying pitfalls of the labyrinth of FANG, devised by the fiendish Baron Sukumvit, in an
interactive fantasy adventure. Reprint.
Fighting Fantasy gamebooks have sold over 17 million books worldwide, in over 30
languages. YOU were the hero in Deathtrap Dungeon, fighting monsters and foes with
a pencil, two dice and an eraser. And now - YOU ARE THE COLOURIST! Bring your
favourite orcs, knights and even a Manticore to life, colouring the original emotive
illustrations by artist Iain McCaig.
Our determined heroes, principals of Exalted Security, a worldwide investigation and
security firm, are called on to help a displaced CEO in a warlord's takeover of his plant
and his people in the Rift Valley in East Africa. The client himself, a target, warns them
that the African mind is very devious, indeed. Before the adventure is even half
finished, he proves the warning true. Jo and Sam nearly become part of the problem,
rather than the solution, a rarity for both of them! A bumpy ride, fraught with firefights,
white slavery and yes, fish. Fish? Hmmm. (Large Print Edition)
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